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I. WITNESS INTRODUCTION1

Q. Please state your name, current position and business address.2

A. Glenn Labhart, President, Labhart Risk Advisors Inc., 14407 Chadbourne, Houston, 3

Texas 77079.4

Q. Are you the same Glenn Labhart who previously provided rebuttal testimony on 5

behalf of Northern Illinois Gas Company d/b/a Nicor Gas Company (“Nicor Gas”6

or the “Company”) in this Docket?7

A. Yes.8

II. PURPOSE OF TESTIMONY9

Q. What is the purpose of your surrebuttal testimony?10

A. The purpose of my testimony is to respond to the rebuttal testimony of Citizens Utility 11

Board (“CUB”) witness Jerome D. Mierzwa and the Illinois Attorney General (“AG”) 12

witness David J. Effron. 13

III. RESPONSE TO REBUTTAL TESTIMONY OF CUB AND AG WITNESSES14

Q. Mr. Mierzwa testifies that he agrees with you that “a full and complete 15

understanding of all the circumstances that may have contributed to the lower 16

[2001] withdrawals is necessary” but claims that you have failed to make a full and 17

complete examination of those factors.  (Mierzwa Reb., CUB Ex. 2.0, 42:938-43).  18

What is your response?19

A. First, I note that Mr. Mierzwa does not disagree with my criticism that his direct 20

testimony did not present such an analysis; that much is clear from the face of that 21
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testimony, which is probably why he devotes so much more discussion to that issue in his 22

rebuttal testimony.23

Second, I am not proposing a multi-million dollar disallowance the way 24

Mr. Mierzwa is (id. at 2:31-32), so I have no need to present that analysis.  It seems to me 25

he does.  26

Third, his conclusions are clearly based on “traditional”, “historical” and 27

“hypothetical” assumptions and ignore the reality of forward market prices, fundamental 28

natural gas storage operating requirements, and an understanding of how the combination 29

of both require decisions to be made in an open market environment for retroactive 30

comparison to a rate structure.  31

Given the lengthy passage of time between the events in question and when I filed 32

my testimony, it was not possible for me to conduct a full and complete analysis.  The 33

people at Nicor Gas who were responsible for storage, withdrawal, purchase, and 34

injection activities in 2000 and 2001 are long gone from Nicor Gas and thus I had no 35

means to interview or examine those people to understand why they did what they did.  I 36

therefore relied upon the expert reports of others who conducted investigations that 37

resulted in a restatement of earnings.   38

Q. Was other information available to Mr. Mierzwa and Mr. Effron that would have 39

helped inform them about the circumstances that may have contributed to the lower 40

2001 withdrawals?41

A. Mr. Theodore Lenart, who I understand was responsible for gas purchasing and storage 42

operations at Nicor Gas in the relevant time period, prepared two pieces of testimony in43
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this proceeding in 2004 that address these issues extensively.  For example, in his rebuttal 44

testimony filed in January 2004, Mr. Lenart squarely addressed the claim that Nicor Gas 45

had manipulated 2001 withdrawals in order to gain a benefit under the GCPP.  I set forth 46

relevant excerpts from that testimony below.47

Q. Staff witness Zuraski, CUB/Cook witness Mierzwa and AG 48
witness Effron each claim that Nicor [Gas] manipulated storage 49
injections and withdrawals during the period the GCPP was in 50
effect.  Please comment.51

A. The charge is false.  As an initial matter, their testimony 52
fails to recognize that Nicor [Gas] understood that its primary 53
responsibility at all times was to ensure the delivery of an adequate 54
supply of gas to customers, and to maintain overall system 55
reliability.  That was Nicor [Gas’] primary responsibility before the 56
implementation of the GCPP, during the existence of the GCPP, 57
and remains the number one priority of the Company today.  The 58
responsibility to ensure reliability of supply falls squarely on the 59
shoulders of Gas Supply.  The failure of the Staff and intervener 60
witnesses to recognize the Company’s reliability obligations is of 61
no small consequence.  For example, during the GCPP, Gas 62
Supply had to make purchasing decisions to ensure that the 63
Company had adequate supply in storage to meet its planned peak 64
day requirements, even when doing so would negatively impact the 65
Company’s ability to beat the benchmark.66

The provision of reliable supply was paramount, regardless 67
of the impact on the GCPP.  To better understand this point, let me 68
describe what drives the Company’s pattern of injections and 69
withdrawals.70

Nicor [Gas] delivers approximately 500 Bcf of gas during 71
the course of a year.  Our on-system storage inventory is 72
approximately 150 Bcf.  Approximately one-third of that amount, 73
however, belongs to third-party transportation customers or is 74
otherwise outside Nicor [Gas’] control.  Nicor [Gas] focuses on 75
managing the remaining two-thirds of the stored gas. 76

Physical storage operating constraints largely dictate the 77
pattern of injections of withdrawals.  Nicor [Gas] must manage its 78
storage operations to have at least 85 Bcf of gas in storage on the 79
peak demand day for the year, which is defined as January 20th.  80
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Moreover, that gas must have been in storage for the correct length 81
of time to assure operational reliability.  For peak periods, this 82
means the ability to withdraw 2.8 Bcf of gas per day.  If the gas 83
has been in storage for too long, the aquifer may lose pressure, 84
thereby making it harder to extract the gas.  Thus, storage must be 85
cycled.  As a result, Nicor [Gas’] injections and withdrawals are 86
largely driven by the need to have enough storage available that 87
has been in the ground for the right amount of time in order to get 88
enough gas out of the storage fields for peak days.89

All of the storage fields Nicor [Gas] operates have their 90
own unique operating characteristics, and must be managed 91
separately but in concert with the other fields to meet operational 92
demands as well as work within market constraints.  Weather, the 93
activity of transportation customers, and market conditions are all 94
factors that also drive Nicor [Gas’] patterns of injections and 95
withdrawals.96

Q. CUB/Cook witness Mierzwa and AG witness Effron claim 97
that Nicor [Gas] adjusted its withdrawals to follow the Storage 98
Credit Rate.  Is that charge true?99

A. No, that statement is flat wrong.  First, Nicor [Gas] had no 100
control over the Storage Credit Rate (“SCR”) and could not know 101
what the SCR would be until the end of the year.  Moreover, Nicor 102
[Gas] did not operate in a static market, but rather in a very 103
dynamic and volatile market in which it had to adjust its 104
withdrawal cycle to meet operational needs.  Even if Nicor [Gas] 105
could have moved its storage up or down in line with the SCR, 106
Nicor [Gas] would not have achieved any benefit by doing so 107
because adjusting the withdrawal cycle to the SCR only would 108
increase Nicor [Gas’] cost of gas.  The conspiracy theory put 109
forward by Messrs. Mierzwa and Effron simply ignores the 110
realities (both operational and economic) under which Nicor [Gas’] 111
decisions were made.112

In Gas Supply, we made no effort to predict or manage the 113
SCR.  Rather, out guiding principle was to attempt to inject gas 114
into storage when flowing gas prices were at their lowest and to 115
withdraw gas from storage when flowing gas prices were at their 116
highest.  By doing so, we would use storage to displace higher-117
priced purchases of flowing gas, and save our customers money.  I 118
believe this is exactly what the GCPP benchmark was intended to 119
motivate us to do.120
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Q. Did the structure of the GCPP benchmark ever influence 121
Nicor [Gas’] pattern of injections and withdrawals?122

A. Yes, of course, but not in the way Messrs. Mierzwa and 123
Effron have suggested.  The formula for the Storage Credit 124
Adjustment (“SCA”) assumed that total annual injection and 125
withdrawal volumes would follow a pre-defined monthly pattern.  126
For example, the SCA assumed that 26% of the total volume of 127
withdrawals for the year would be withdrawn in January.  To avoid 128
severe price risk from the operation of the SCA, Nicor [Gas] was 129
motivated to carefully manage the monthly withdrawal and 130
injection activity relative to the SCA monthly volume shaping.131

Q. What factors drove the withdrawal pattern for the year 132
2000?133

A. In January 2000, the weather was unusually warm.  Due to 134
the unusual weather conditions, demand – and hence withdrawals –135
were down.  Because the amount of GCPP withdrawals in January 136
defines, from an SCA volume-related price risk perspective, the 137
GCPP withdrawal cycle for the entire year (as mentioned, the SCA 138
assumes the 26% of annual withdrawals are withdrawn in January), 139
we were concerned in January 2000 that Nicor [Gas’] overall 140
storage cycle would be too low for the entire year.  We were 141
especially concerned with the potential of leaving too much gas in 142
the ground over the remainder of the winter caused by the small 143
GCPP storage cycle, which would affect operational needs, so we 144
knew we had to get on a higher storage cycle by increasing January 145
GCPP withdrawals.  As a result, Nicor [Gas] made the decision to 146
sell off some of its supply, but with limits on the purchaser’s right 147
to actually take the gas until the following summer.  This enabled 148
Nicor [Gas] to bring its GCPP withdrawal cycle up to a level more 149
consistent with the planned GCPP storage cycle and to ensure 150
operational needs would be met throughout the year.  It also 151
reduced price risks significantly.  Nicor [Gas] did this through a 152
transaction with Enerchange and certain other companies, which I 153
discuss below.154

(Lenart Reb., Nicor Gas Ex. 8.0 Withdrawn, 15:313-18:391).155

Q. But that Lenart testimony was withdrawn.  Why would you expect either 156

Mr. Mierzwa or Mr. Effron to rely on it?157
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A. I would not expect them to embrace it or rely on it.  But as supposed experts who are 158

making serious claims of manipulation I would expect them to at least consider it, and if 159

they felt it was not an adequate or sufficient explanation, explain why not.  In addition, 160

they consistently refer to backward looking economics that pre-suppose traditional 161

historical patterns of gas supply without any experience in an open market that is 162

influenced by factors that are not traditional for the pricing patterns that they conclude. 163

Q. Was other information on the subject of the circumstances that may have affected 164

2001 withdrawals also available to Messrs. Mierzwa and Effron?165

A. Yes.  In March 2004, Mr. Lenart filed extensive surrebuttal testimony, much of which 166

was devoted to the subject of the circumstances that affected 2001 withdrawals.  (Lenart 167

Sur., Nicor Gas Ex. 15.0 Withdrawn, 9:193-16:357).  Because it is too lengthy to set out 168

in my testimony, I have attached portions of that testimony as Nicor Gas Exhibit 11.1 to 169

my surrebuttal testimony.  Mr. Russell Feingold also submitted testimony that I find to be 170

very informative of the issues addressed by Messrs. Effron and Mierzwa.  The relevant 171

portions of that testimony (Feingold Dir., Nicor Ex. 3.0 Withdrawn, 30:686-35:791 and 172

App. D (Navigant Consulting, Inc. 8/1/2003)) are also attached hereto as Nicor Gas 173

Exhibit 11.2.  Once again, neither Mr. Effron nor Mr. Mierzwa takes account of anything 174

said by Mr. Lenart or Mr. Feingold by way of explanation.  They certainly do not refute 175

anything stated by either of those two gentlemen.176

Q. What impact, if any, does the 2004 testimony of Mr. Lenart and Mr. Feingold have 177

on the opinions you expressed in your rebuttal testimony?178

A. It strengthens my conclusion that neither Mr. Mierzwa nor Mr. Effron have adequately 179

presented to the Commission any information that would support the kinds of conclusions 180
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they are advancing.  A full and complete analysis of the issues would have required some 181

account to have been taken of the information set forth in these two testimonies.182

More specifically, for example, one key element of Mr. Lenart’s testimony is that 183

the Company took operational responsibility of the supply for the customers in adverse 184

weather circumstances. Weather in November and December 2000 caused the entire 185

United States in the major supply and demand areas, traditionally required to hold base 186

case for immediate withdrawal, to rethink their respective natural gas and home heating 187

inventories for many reasons.  (See, e.g., Lenart Reb., Nicor Gas Ex. 8.0 Withdrawn, 188

20:433-21:448).189

Mr. Lenart also addressed Nicor Gas’ related gas storage operational 190

responsibilities.  Specifically, he observed that Nicor Gas was responsible for two thirds 191

of the storage for the customers in addition to the other one third that is controlled by 192

third parties.  (Id. at 16:330-33).193

Under adverse conditions all customers on interstate pipelines that hold high 194

priority transportation (including marketers) will nominate or call on their capacity and 195

the pipelines are required to accommodate all requests according to the contracts.  In the 196

event that there is not enough capacity, a pipeline will typically pro-rate capacity until the 197

adversity is overcome.  This means that not everyone will get 100% of the contractual 198

nomination.  As such, the knowledge of gas supply, such as described by Mr. Lenart, is 199

required to make these types of decisions, in association with the daily and forward prices 200

that are on regulated and unregulated exchanges.  (Id. at 15:316-16:348).  201

As the interstate and intrastate pipelines are connected from producing regions, 202

pressure on the system can be affected when adverse circumstances occur in other 203
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regions of the country.  This is why base gas inventories are held by companies so that, in 204

the event the availability of supply is threatened, they can continue to serve their 205

customers irrespective of the historical averages of a performance based ratemaking 206

(“PBR”) program or otherwise. 207

In other words, I believe Mr. Lenart described important factors affecting gas 208

supply decisions, factors ignored by Messrs. Mierzwa and Effron:  that third parties were 209

responsible for a portion of Nicor Gas’ storage capacity, other supply/demand factors that 210

would affect the Chicago markets, and the factors surrounding the First of the Month 211

(“FOM”) pricing and spot daily pricing could affect their ability to supply their customers 212

effectively.213

Q. Mr. Effron also criticizes you for not describing the factors that might have 214

accounted for the low level of storage withdrawals in the first quarter of 2001.  215

(Effron Reb., AG Ex. 1.4, 5:99-109).  Do you have a response to that?216

A. Yes, this is the same argument that Mr. Mierzwa made.  (See Mierzwa Reb., CUB Ex. 217

2.0, 42:938-43).  But, once again, Mr. Effron has apparently disregarded actual evidence 218

available to him—in the form of the Lenart and Feingold testimony —in favor of his own 219

speculation about such matters as a “probable developing realization” as to the trend of 220

gas prices.  (Effron Reb., AG Ex. 1.4, 5:99-103).221

The forward market pricing in an open market simply does not behave the way 222

traditional supply/demand factors indicate. Markets will trade based on many factors. 223

Traditional patterns are a starting point, but have to be weighed when making decisions 224

of market prices. They are only one component.  225
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Q. Mr. Effron appears to have conceded that he finds nothing suspicious about 226

deviations from historical patterns, but argues that it is the magnitude of the 227

variation in 2001 that “raises questions.”  (Effron Reb., AG Ex. 1.4, 13:256-59).  Do 228

you agree?229

A. I do not necessarily disagree with Mr. Effron that great variations from historical patterns 230

may require investigation and explanation in some circumstances.  What I objected to in 231

my rebuttal testimony, and object to more strongly now, is that Mr. Effron has not used 232

evidence available to him to provide that explanation.  Mr. Effron describes theoretical 233

examples without exploring what market pricing and dynamics were occurring.234

Q. Mr. Effron also claims to present hard evidence to support what you termed his 235

speculation about the “probable developing realization” that minimizing the level of 236

withdrawals would increase the benchmark.  (Effron Reb., AG Ex. 1.4, 14:278-237

15:311).  Do the documents referenced by Mr. Effron suggest you should withdraw 238

that criticism?239

A. Not at all.  First of all, Mr. Effron misstates his direct testimony in an attempt to show 240

that these documents support that testimony.  His direct testimony had to do with a 241

“probable developing realization” that the 2001 Storage Credit Rate would be higher than 242

normal—not simply that greater withdrawals would tend to increase the Benchmark.  243

(Effron Dir., AG Ex. 1.2, 21:5-13).  Under expected circumstances it is obvious that 244

increased withdrawals would increase the Benchmark.  But the documents do not 245

expressly refer to any growing realization in early 2001 about a “higher than normal” 246

Storage Credit Rate.  The CUB and AG witnesses have chosen not to take into account 247

the events of early 2001 with respect to any knowledge that the Storage Credit Rate 248
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would be higher, but rather chose to continually support statements of “traditional”, 249

“historical” and “hypothetical” assumptions. I believe that Messrs. Effron and Mierzwa250

have concluded their opinions on the historical averages, and not taken into account the 251

market pricing and adverse fundamentals due to weather, specifically to levels of aquifer 252

storage. Mr. Effron concludes that over time the averages work themselves out (Effron 253

Reb., AG Ex. 1.4, 10:195-11:218), but that is always the benefit to someone who utilizes 254

averages. That is the difference between economics and market-based pricing.  255

Market-based pricing is not about the NYMEX forward prices. It is about the256

concept of forward pricing that requires focus on three elements of pricing (fixed price, 257

basis and index). 258

I believe Messrs. Effron and Mierzwa understand the index prices clearly, 259

because they are always after events occur and they indicate that they understand where 260

and how they are published.  (See, e.g., Mierzwa Reb., CUB Ex. 2.0, 30:679-31:698).261

Fixed and basis pricing is determined daily in the open market for spot and 262

forward markets.  These pricing determinants make up the foundation that companies 263

must utilize and incorporate into their respective economics as a producer, utility, 264

pipeline, end-user, or marketer. 265

A company required to operate a PBR program like Nicor Gas’ is going to focus 266

on the market dynamics—volatility of spot and forward price commodities, adverse 267

weather, and supply/demand factors controlled by other asset based companies that affect 268

a company’s inherent physical requirements—and their experience to fulfill their inherent 269

physical commodity requirements—transportation, storage, availability of supply, and 270

forecast of demand. 271
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In the time frame of the occurrence of these events, calendar years 2000-2002, 272

based on the readings of those that reviewed the actions of Nicor Gas, I conclude that 273

Nicor Gas’ supply operations were reasonable during the period in question. 274

IV. CONCLUSION275

Q. Does this conclude your surrebuttal testimony?276

A. Yes.277
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